
Some results on self-orthogonal andself-dual odesS. Georgiou, C. KoukouvinosDepartment of MathematisNational Tehnial University of AthensZografou 15773, Athens, GreeeandJennifer SeberryShool of IT and Computer SieneUniversity of WollongongWollongong, NSW, 2522, AustraliaAbstratWe use generator matries G satisfying GGT = aI+bJ overZk to obtain linear self-orthogonal and self-dual odes. We givea new family of linear self-orthogonal odes over GF (3) and Z4and a new family of linear self-dual odes over GF (3):Key words and phrases: Self-orthogonal, self-dual, odes, onstru-tion, onferene matrix, projetive plane.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: Primary 94B05, 94B25, Seondary 05B20.1 IntrodutionA linear ode C of length n over Zk (or a Zk-ode of length n) isa Zk-submodule of Znk . If k = p is prime then Zp = GF (p) and alinear ode of length n is a subspae of GF (p). An element of C isalled a odeword. We de�ne the inner produt on Znk by x � y =x1y1 + � � � + xnyn, where x = (x1; : : : ; xn) and y = (y1; : : : ; yn). Thedual ode C? of C is de�ned as C? = fv 2 Znk j v � w = 0 for all1



w 2 Cg: A ode C is self-dual if C = C?: The Hamming weight(wt())of a odeword  is the number of non-zero omponents in theodeword. The minimum weight of a ode C is the smallest weightamong all odeswords of C: The minimum distane of a linear ode Cis its minimum weight. We say that self-dual odes with the largestminimum weight among self-dual odes of that length are optimal.A linear ode over GF (p) of length n with k independed rows inits generator matrix will be denoted as [n; k; p℄. Furthermore, if itsminimum distane is d it will be denoted as [n; k; d; p℄:Two odes over Zk are said to be equivalent if one an be ob-tained from the other by permuting the oordinates and (if nees-sary) hanging the signs of ertain oordinates.There has been a large amount of researh reently devoted toself-orthogonal and self-dual odes over the ring Z4, [1, 3, 5, 7℄.Patrik Sol�e's remark that the orthogonality of Hadamard matriesan naturally be interpreted as Z4-orthogonality was investigated in[4℄. These self-orthogonal and self-dual odes over Z4 were obtainedfrom equivalene lasses of Hadamard matries.2 The onstrutionsWe give a general theorem whih will be used later in the paper.Theorem 1 Suppose A and B are two matries of order n over Zksatisfying AAT +BBT = sI + rJwhere s � r � 0(mod k): ThenG = [A B℄generates a linear self-orthogonal ode over Zk; of length 2n and withm; m � n2 independed rows in its generator matrix. 2The next orollary is a generalization of a onstrution given byGeorgiou and Koukouvinos [6℄.Corollary 1 Suppose A and B are two matries of order n over Zksatisfying AAT = a1I + a2J and BBT = b1I + b2J2



where a1 + b1 � a2 + b2 � 0(mod k): ThenG = [A B℄generates a linear self-orthogonal ode of length 2n and with m inde-pended rows in its generator matrix, over Zk; m � n2 : 2Theorem 2 Suppose A and B are two matries of order n over Zksatisfying AAT = a1I + a2J and BBT = b1I + b2Jwhere a2 + b2 � 0(mod k) and a1 + b1 + a � 0(mod k) for somea 2 Zk: Then G2 = 264 A BaI2n BT �AT 375generates a linear self-dual ode of length 4n and with 2n independedrows in its generator matrix, over Zk: 2Example 1 (i) Set A = B = ir(1; 1; 1; 1; 0): We have thatAAT = BBT = I + 3J: ThenG2 = 264 A BI2n BT �AT 375generates an [20; 10; 6; 3℄ extremal self-dual ode with weightenumeratorW (z) = 1 + 120z6 + 4260z9 + 26280z12 + 25728z15 + 2560z18:(ii) Set A = ir(�2;�2; 0;�1; 0) and B = ir(�1;�1;�1;�1; 1):We have that AAT = 5I + 4J and BBT = 4I + J: ThenG2 = 264 A BI BT �AT 3753



generates an [20; 10; 8; 5℄ extremal self-dual ode with weightenumeratorW (z)=1 + 1280z8 + 3200z9 + 24848z10 + 58560z11 + 248480z12++464960z13 + 1175840z14 + 1568000z15 + 2267240z16++1896720z17 + 1398960z18 + 541760z19 + 115776z20:(ii) Set A = ir(�2;�2; 0;�1; 0) and B = ir(�1;�1;�1;�1; 1):We have that AAT = 5I + 4J and BBT = 4I + J: ThenG = [A B℄generates an [10; 5; 4; 5℄ self-dual ode with weight enumeratorW (z) = 1+40z4+44z5+220z6+760z7+940z8+740z9+380z10:For the SBIBDs we use in the remainder of this paper, we referthe reader to the book of Beth, Jungnikel and Lenz [2℄. By A =SBIBD(v; k; �) we denote the v � v (0; 1) inidene matrix of theSBIBD(v; k; �):Example 2 1. There existA=SBIBD(31,10,3) andB=SBIBD(31,15,7),so [A B℄ generates a linear self-orthogonal ode of length 62 andwith k1 independed rows in its generator matrix, over GF (5)with minimum distane d1 asAAT = 7I + 3J and BBT = 8I + 7J:2. There existA=SBIBD(71,15,3) andB=SBIBD(71,21,6), so [A B℄generates a linear self-orthogonal ode of length 142 and withk2 independed rows in its generator matrix, over GF (3) withminimum distane d2 asAAT = 12I + 3J and BBT = 15I + 6J:3. There exist A=SBIBD(133,33,8) and B=SBIBD(133,12,1), so[A B℄ generates a linear self-orthogonal ode of length 266 andwith k3 independed rows in its generator matrix, over GF (3)with minimum distane d3 asAAT = 25I + 8J and BBT = 11I + J: 24



In the next theorems we use spei� families to �nd linear self-orthog-onal odes. We ombine skew-Hadamard matries or onfer-ene matries with inidene matries of projetive planes to on-strut some linear self-orthogonal odes over Zk.Details on skew-Hadamard matries and onferene matries re-quired for the next theorem an be found in Seberry and Yamada[9℄. Appropriate details of the inidene matries of projetive planesan be found in Ryser [8℄.Theorem 3 Let p + 1 be the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix ora onferene matrix. Suppose p = q2 + q + 1 for some prime powerq. Then there exists a self-orthogonal ode over Zk of length 2p, withm independed rows in its generator matrix and minimum distane dwhenever p+ q = (q + 1)2 � 0 ( mod k):Proof. Write the skew-Hadamard matrix S+ I, minus its diagonalentries, or onferene matrix as" 0 e�eT P #where e is the 1�p matrix of ones. Then P is a p�pmatrix satisfyingPP T = pI � J:Write Q for an inidene matrix of the projetive plane over GF (q):Then Q, of order p = q2 + q + 1; is irulant and satis�esQQT = qI + J:Now G1 = [P Q℄ generates the required self-orthogonal ode over Zkof length 2p and with m; m � p independed rows in its generatormatrix as G1GT1 = (p+ q)I = (q + 1)2I � 0: 2Corollary 2 Let p+ 1 be the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix ora onferene matrix. Suppose p = q2 + q + 1 for some prime powerq; and q � 2(mod 3). Then there exists a self-orthogonal [2p;m; d℄ternary ode with m � p � 1. Note that m = p i� q � 1 ( mod 3)and thus G1 = [P Q℄ is the generator matrix of a self-dual ode.5



Proof. Use theorem 3. 2Example 3 Let q = 2, p = 7, P = ir(0; 1; 1;�1; 1;�1;�1) andQ = ir(1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0). We onsider the matrix [P Q℄ and weremove its �rst row. Then the derived matrix is the generator matrixof a [14; 6; 6; 3℄ ode with weight enumeratorW (z) = 1 + 84z6 + 476z9 + 168z12:Theorem 4 The odes over GF (3) and Z4 we obtain using G1 are(i) [2p; p; d℄ for q � 1(mod 3)(ii) [2p; p� 1; d℄ for q � 0; 2(mod 3) and q � 0; 1; 2; 3(mod 4):Proof. Consider the matrix P of order p = q2+ q+1: Now PP T =(q2 + q + 1)I � J and det PP T � 0(mod 3) and 0(mod 4): Nowonsider P 0 with one row of P removed. Then the matrix P 0 has size(q2 + q) � (q2 + q + 1) and so P 0P 0T is of order q2 + q and has thefollowing form:P 0P 0T = 266664 q2 + q �1 �1 � � � �1�1 q2 + q �1 � � � �1... ... ... . . . ...�1 �1 �1 � � � q2 + q 377775and det P 0P 0T = (1)(q2 + q + 1)q2+q�1 6� 0 for q � 0; 2(mod 3) andq � 0; 1; 2; 3(mod 4): Hene the rank of the matrix P 0 is p � 1 forthese ases.Now the matrix Q satis�es QQT = qI + J and det QQT = (q +1)2(q)q2+q 6� 0(mod 3) for q � 1(mod 3): Hene the rank of thematrix Q is p for this ase. 2Remark 1 We reall that a self-orthogonal ode, C, of length 2p,with p independed rows in its generator matrix and distane d1 withC? a self-orthogonal ode of length 2p and p independed rows in itsgenerator matrix with distane d2 we have that C = CT and so C isin fat self-dual. 6



Theorem 5 Let p + 1 be the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix ora onferene matrix. Suppose p = q2 + q + 1 for some prime powerq. Then there exists a self-orthogonal Zk�ode of length 2p, with mindepended rows in its generator matrix and minimum distane d,whenever p+ q � 0(mod k):Proof. Construt the matries P and Q as in the proof of theorem3. Set G3 = " P QQT �P T # :We have thatG3GT3 = � P QQT �P T �� P T QQT �P � = � PP T +QQT PQ�QPQTP T � P TQT QTQ+ P TP �If PQ = QP (for example, this is true if P is irulant, in whih asep is prime) then this matrix generates the required self-orthogonalode of length 2p with m independed rows in its generator matrix,as G3GT3 = (q + 1)2Im � 0(mod k): 2Theorem 6 Let p + 1 be the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix ora onferene matrix. Suppose p = q2 + q + 1 for some prime powerq. Then there exists a self-dual Zk�ode of length 4p, with 2p inde-pended rows in its generator matrix and minimum distane d, when-ever p+ q + a � 0(mod k) for some a 2 Zk:Proof. Construt the matries P;Q and G3 as in the proof oftheorem 5. Set G4 = [I2p G3℄: If PQ = QP (for example, this istrue if P is irulant, in whih ase p is prime) then the matrix G4generates the required self-dual ode of length 4p with 2p independedrows in its generator matrix, as G4GT4 = (q + p+ a)I2p: 2We are able to use the onsiderable literature on the minimumdistane of odes generated by skew-Hadamard matries, I+S, minusits diagonal entries, to obtain lower bounds for the minimum distaneof odes with generator matrix [P Q℄, where P and Q are given inthe proof of Theorem 3 via the following lemma:7



Lemma 1 Suppose A and B are two matries of order n with ele-ments from Zk and det(A) 6= 0. We denote the minimum weightsamong all linear ombinations of their rows (over Zk) by dA anddB respetively. Then the ode, C, with generator matrix [A B℄ hasminimum Hamming distane dC � dA + dB :Remark 2 There are many pairs (p; q) whih satisfy the onditionsof Theorem 3. The �rst few pairs are (7; 2); (13; 3); (31; 5); (73; 8); (91; 9);(183; 13); (307; 17); (757; 27); (1723; 41).Example 4 1. Let q = 3, p = 13, P = ir(0; 1;�1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1;�1; 1; 1;�1; 1) and Q = ir(1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0). Weonsider the matrix [P Q℄ and we remove its �rst row. Thenthe derived matrix is the generator matrix of a self-orthogonalZ4�ode of length 26, with 12 independed rows in its generatormatrix and minimum distane 8 with weight enumeratorW (z) = 1 + 390z8 + 1716z10 + 40092z12 + 17056z13 + 226720z14++422656z15 + 541593z16 + 2348320z17 + 1012440z18++4010240z19 + 2425436z20 + 2384096z21 + 2247648z22++559104z23 + 472680z24 + 56160z25 + 10868z26 :2. Let q = 5, p = 31, P = ir(0;�1;�1; 1;�1;�1; 1;�1;�1;�1;�1; 1;1; 1;�1; 1;�1; 1;�1;�1;�1; 1; 1; 1; 1;�1; 1; 1;�1; 1; 1) andQ =ir(1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).We onsider the matrix [P Q℄ and we remove its �rst row. Thenthe derived matrix is the generator matrix of a self-orthogonalode over GF (3) of length 62, with 30 independed rows in itsgenerator matrix and minimum distane 12: Thus we an ob-tain a [62;m; d; 3℄ ode for all m � 30 and with d(m) � 12 byremoving rows. 2Referenes[1℄ E. Bannai, S. T. Dougherty, M. Harada, and M. Oura, TypeII odes, even unimodular latties, and invariant rings, IEEETrans. Inform. Theory, 45 (1999), 1194-1204.8
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